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Unvaxxed Aussies Could Be Banned From Society
“Indefinitely”
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The residents of Australia’s largest state,
New South Wales (NSW), who refuse to get
themselves inoculated with experimental
gene therapeutics, aka the COVID vaccine,
will be excluded from participating in most
social activities, even when the stay-at-home
orders are lifted in December, now
disgracefully resigned Premier Gladys
Berejiklian warned on Tuesday.

Under the state’s reopening plan explained
by the Guardian, the restrictions will be
gradually eased for the vaccinated people
when the state reaches the 70-percent (set
for October 11), then 80-percent
(November), and finally 90-percent
vaccinated (December 1).

While the vaxxed Aussies will be enjoying dining-out, partying, singing in church, traveling, going to the
gyms and cultural venues, and getting a haircut, the unvaxxed ones will have to wait until December to
regain their freedoms.

Not so fast, Berejiklian said. Speaking on Seven News’s Sunrise, the premier stressed that while
unvaccinated people would be granted the same freedoms as the vaccinated, the private sector sets its
own rules in regard to whom it chooses to serve, and will simply not allow potentially “dangerous”
people to enter their premises.  

“A lot of organizations already have mandatory vaccine policies in place. And even though the
government is saying unvaccinated people might have other rights on the 1st of December, a lot of
airlines have said they won’t carry anybody who’s not vaccinated. A lot of businesses have said we
won’t welcome anyone who is unvaccinated,” said Berejiklian, who added, “I want to be very clear: life
for the unvaccinated will be very difficult indefinitely.”

The premier further stated that she is not even slightly worried about the conflicts between the
businesses and those unvaccinated who would “try to get in,” as they would represent only “a very
small minority of the population.” “Nine out of ten adults are already vaccinated in New South Wales.
That is huge,” she said.

Given the population of NSW is a little over eight million people, 10 percent would represent 800,000
people who would be deprived from social life “indefinitely.” Since, as Berejiklian said, COVID is here to
stay, everyone needs to “do their part” by taking the jab. The premier did not mention those with
natural immunity or those refusing the jab for any legitimate reason, employing, like other Australian
premiers, an “all-or-nothing” approach.

The premier explained that freedoms will be exercised by using the COVID vaccine passport now under
development by the NSW government that will likely be available by the time the state starts reopening
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in October.

When asked about possible outbreaks detected in a particular school or business, Berejiklian said that
“undoubtedly” such places would be shut down, cleaned-up and people quarantined, while adding that
“we’re flexible, people are used to that.”

The possibility of future outbreaks is extremely likely, since — just as in other heavily vaccinated
countries — Australia is already seeing such cases, and there are a lot of them. Speaking just a couple
of days ago, Victoria Health Minister Martin Foley indicated that of all recent COVID
hospitalizations, 78 percent of the patients were fully vaccinated, and 17 percent were partially
vaccinated. This means that only five percent of people hospitalized with COVID were unvaccinated.
Will these numbers make health officials halt a mass-vaccination campaign and admit that the
government is simply wasting money making Big Pharma rich while potentially endangering the health
of those vaccinated with adverse reactions to jabs? Will they admit there is no reason to treat
unvaccinated people as a biohazard and ban them from public places? Likely not.

While Berejiklian claimed that she personally reviews all key health data in her state, in July, NSW
health authorities confirmed that out of 141 people being hospitalized with COVID at that time, 140
were vaccinated. Yet, Berejiklian seems not to see any problem with that shocking disproportion and
continues to push the vaccines that don’t prevent one from getting COVID, spreading it to others, or
even being hospitalized with it.

Despite the real-life evidence of vaccines being not as safe and not as effective as they are said to be,
Australia is relentlessly building a two-tier society.

Berejiklian’s colleague Dan Andrews, premiering Victoria, Australia’s second-largest
state, announced in September that when the state reaches 70-80-percent vaccination rate, the
unvaxxed will be “locked out” of society. Andrews added that his government is looking to establish a
“vaccinated economy” that only the vaccinated will be allowed to be a part of. The Victorian premier did
not find any words for the unvaxxed besides describing them as a mindless horde posing imminent
danger to “others,” first-class citizens. “It’s not going to be safe for people who are not vaccinated to be
roaming around the place spreading the virus,” the premier remarked at that time. “If you’re making
the choice not to get vaccinated, then you’re making the wrong choice,” he added.

Businesses in regional Victoria will begin a series of “vaccinated economy” trials starting October 11,
granting freedoms for only fully vaccinated people for services such as hospitality, tourism, and
hairdressing.

Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison confirmed last week that any private business “has every
right under Australia’s property laws to be able to deny entry to people who are unvaccinated.”

Moreover, Australia is set to introduce a so-called visible digital seal (VDS) for international travel by
the end of October. VDS, a cryptographically signed data structure, will link a person’s vaccination
status with new digital vaccination certificates and border declarations. Reportedly, no outgoing travel
from Australia will be allowed without the VDS or another authorized digital vaccination certificate.
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